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Creep, Hysteresis, and Vibration
Compensation for Piezoactuators:
Atomic Force Microscopy
Application
This article studies ultra-high-precision positioning with piezoactuators and illustra
the results with an example Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) application. Los
positioning precision in piezoactuators occurs (1) due to hysteresis during long ra
applications, (2) due to creep effects when positioning is needed over extended peri
time, and (3) due to induced vibrations during high-speed positioning. This loss in
cision restricts the use of piezoactuators in high-speed positioning applications like S
based nanofabrication, and ultra-high-precision optical systems. An integrated inver
based approach is presented in this article to compensate for all three adverse affe
creep, hysteresis, and vibrations. The method is applied to an Atomic Force Micros
(AFM) and experimental results are presented that demonstrate substantial improve
in positioning precision and operating speed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1341197#
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1 Introduction
Piezoactuators have widely been used in a variety of appl

tions such as noise-and-vibration control, and aerospace posi
ing systems~see, for example@1–3#!. In particular, the high-
precision positioning capability of piezoactuators has be
exploited in Scanning Probe Microscopy~SPM! to move sensor
probes over sample surfaces while collecting nano-level, surf
property information@2#. However, the positioning precision ca
be significantly reduced due to nonlinear hysteresis effects w
piezoactuators are used in relatively long-range, positioning ap
cations~see, e.g.@4#!. Therefore, piezoactuators are typically o
erated in the linear range to avoid positioning errors caused
nonlinear hysteresis effects. Another cause for loss in precisio
drift due to creep effects@5,6#, which become significant when
positioning is required over extended periods of time, e.g., du
the slow operation of a SPM. Loss of precision also occurs du
induced vibrations when the positioning bandwidth is increa
relative to the first resonant vibrational frequency of the piezo
tuator. This vibration-caused loss in positioning precision is ty
cally small at low operating speeds. Therefore, the opera
bandwidth is restricted to be much smaller than the first resona
frequency of the piezoactuator—typically, 10–100 times low
than the first resonance frequency in ultra-high-precision appl
tions like SPM. Thus, hysteresis, creep, and vibration ca
positioning-errors which critically limit the operating speed a
range of piezoactuators, and limit the development of piezoac
tor applications like high-throughput SPM-based nanofabrica
@7# and high-precision positioning of optics@8#. The contribution
of this article is the development of an integrated, model-bas
inversion approach to compensate for all three adverse effec
creep, hysteresis and vibration. The method is applied to
Atomic Force Microscope~AFM! and experimental results ar
presented that demonstrate substantial improvements in pos
ing precision and operating speed.

High Speed Scanning Probe Microscopy. Piezoactuators
are used for positioning sensor-probes in Scanning Probe Mic
copy ~SPM! like Atomic Force Microscopy@2#. Although SPM
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has improved greatly since its initial development, SPM is s
relatively slow with imaging time typically ranging from sever
seconds to minutes. Higher-speed SPM is necessary for se
applications—for example, to develop real-time SPM-imaging
semiconductor industries, to study mechanisms of fast sur
processes, to develop SPM-based high-density data storage, a
develop SPM-based nanofabrication equipment@2,7,8#. A critical
limitation that prevents the development of high-speed SPM is
lack of piezoactuators~at present! that can achieve high-speed
high-precision positioning~scanning! of sensor-probes across
sample surface. In this article, we study the problem of improv
the scan control, which is commonly achieved by using tu
shaped piezoactuators referred to as piezoscanners@2#. In particu-
lar, we study the scan control in thex-y axes—movements in
these axes are used to scan sensor-probes~in SPM! parallel to the
sample surface as shown in Fig. 1. For such piezoscanners
demonstrate significant improvements in positioning speed
precision by using model-based inversion techniques. It is no
that this effort to improvex-y axes scanning is complimentary t
other works aimed at improving SPM performance such as eff
to improvez-axis positioning control~of movements perpendicu
lar to the sample as shown in Fig. 1!, and to develop high spee
electronics for SPM. While the focus of this article is on SP
piezoscanners, we note that the control technique presented h

he

so-Fig. 1 x -y -z axes of tube-shaped piezoactuator used in scan-
ning probe microscopy
MARCH 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 35
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also applicable to other piezoactuator-based positioning sys
like inchworm stages and flexural stages, and multi-pro
systems.

Compensation Techniques. Nonlinear hysteresis effects ca
be corrected using charge control~rather than voltage control, see
e.g. @9#! and by using capacitor-insertion methods@10#, which
improve the linearity of the piezoactuator. However, char
control techniques can also lead to drift and saturation probl
and the capacitor insertion method can greatly reduce the rang
the piezoactuator@9,10#. Another current limitation is caused b
induced vibrations, which restrict the positioning bandwidth to
10–100 times lower than the first, resonant, vibrational freque
of the piezoscanner—especially in ultra-high-precision appli
tions like SPM. An approach to increase the positioning ba
width is to use piezoactuators with fast dynamic response,
with large vibrational-resonance frequency. For example, fa
dynamic response can be achieved by using shorter piezoactu
or by using alternate designs such as piezo plate-scanners. A
advantage with this approach is that the stiffening of the piezo
tuator also tends to limit its positioning range. It is also noted t
although the achievable scan rate can be larger because of l
vibrational-resonance frequencies, the positioning bandwidth
still limited by the smallest resonant frequency of the piezoact
tor. Another approach is to use post-correction techniques@11# for
removing creep, hysteresis and vibration effects. These p
correction methods significantly improve acquired SPM-image
metrology applications, however, such post-processing
proaches cannot be used in online SPM applications such as n
fabrication in which real-time compensation is needed.

Recent developments in precision sensors~particularly optical,
capacitive, and inductive sensors! have made feedback-based co
trol methods more feasible in SPM applications. For exam
feedback-based control can be used to improve the linearity
large-range applications and to correct for low-frequency cr
effects @12,13#. However, lack of sensors with sufficient resol
tion and bandwidth still limits the use of feedback-based con
techniques in SPM applications. Further, turnaround transien
SPM applications due to velocity changes in the scan path
substantially limit the achieved maximum scan rates, and per
mance improvements can also be limited due to instabilities in
closed-loop system@11,14#. In this article, we develop a mode
based feedforward approach to compensate for positioning di
tions. This approach exploits the known dynamics to impro
scanning precision and bandwidth. We note that feedback can
be used in conjunction with the proposed inversion-based me
~a! to further increase positioning precision and bandwidth, a
~b! to robustly account for modeling uncertainties@12,15#.

Model-based inversion approaches have been used in the
to correct nonlinear hysteresis effects and, thereby, to impr
positioning performance of piezoactuators at low frequencies@4#.
The contribution of this article is to integrate hysteresis comp
sation techniques with inversion-based approaches@16–18# to
achieve high-speed, high-precision positioning. In addition, cre
caused distortions are also reduced by modeling the creep dy
ics as a series of viscoelastic elements@19# and then compensatin
for it using model-based inversion. The proposed inversion-ba
methodology is then applied to the piezoscanner of an Ato
Force Microscope~AFM! and experimental results demonstra
the efficacy of the method in high-speed, high-precision imag

The experimental modeling approach is discussed in Sectio
along with the development of the inversion-based, feedforwa
compensation technique. The compensation technique is ap
to an industrial AFM system and experimental results are p
vided in Section 3 along with discussions. Our conclusions ar
Section 4.

2 Model-Based Inversion
The experimental system~see Fig. 2! studied in this article is a

Burleigh Metris-2000 AFM, which uses a tube-shaped piezosc
36 Õ Vol. 123, MARCH 2001
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ner to position a nano-force-sensor probe@2#. The piezoscanner
allows three directions of position-control—displacements pa
lel to the sample surface~x-y plane! and perpendicular~z-axis! to
the sample surface~see Fig. 1!. An optical sensor was available t
measure thex-y displacements and a feedback sensor was av
able to measure surface-force effects along thez-axis of the pi-
ezoscanner. In this section, we describe the experimental mo
ing and inversion-based compensation approach for the p
scanner. We begin by introducing the modeling and invers
approach.

2.1 Approach to Modeling and Inversion. The piezoac-
tuator system is modeled along each scan-axis as the casca
hysteresis, vibration and creep sub-models as shown in Fig. 3.
axes-decoupled approach provides sufficient precision to subs
tially improve SPM operations~as demonstrated by experiment
results in Section 3!. Coupling effects between thex and y axes
could be included in the modeling to achieve further increase
precision and the proposed inversion-approach can be extend
such multi-input multi-output systems@17#, however, at additional
modeling complexity.

In the cascade model, hysteresis is modeled as an input no
earity. Hysteresis has been attributed to domain switching in
ezoactuators@20#, which in turn affects the electromechanic
coupling. For example, the mechanical strain induced in the
ezoelectric actuator has been shown to be nonlinear with the
plied voltage. In contrast, the induced strain has been shown t
linear with an applied charge or an external mechanical inpu
the piezo@9,10#. Furthermore, with the leads of the piezoactua
open, an applied mechanical input to the piezoactuator exhib
linear input-to-displacement behavior@9#. These results sugges
that hysteresis should be modeled as an input nonlinearity@9#
between the applied actuator-voltage and the resulting mecha
input. As shown in Fig. 3, in the cascaded model, the input v
ageux first passes through a hysteresis submodelH. The output of
this submodel is the effective mechanical inputF which actuates
the mechanical-vibrational dynamicsGsx . The resulting displace-
ments are then passed through a creep sub-model that modifie
resulting displacements.

The modeling and inversion approach is carried out using
following steps.

• Step 1 Model the linear creep effects: During this procedu
the inputs to the piezoactuator are kept small to operate it in

Fig. 2 Schematics of experimental AFM system

Fig. 3 Inversion-based approach for x -axis scan control
Transactions of the ASME
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linear range~so hysteresis effects are negligible!. The creep re-
sponse is modeled over extended periods of time during which
vibrational effects are also negligible.

• Step 2 Model the linear vibrational effects: During this pr
cedure, the inputs to the piezoactuator are still kept small to
erate it in the linear range~so hysteresis effects are negligible!.
The vibrational response is modeled using relatively-fast, tim
varying inputs—so the creep effects are small.

• Step 3 Model the nonlinear hysteresis effects: During t
modeling process slowly varying inputs are used to reduce
excitation of the vibrational dynamics. However, creep effe
cannot be ignored and an inverse creep model is used to is
and study the response due to the hysteresis effect. In this step
inverse of the hysteresis modelH21 is directly found.

• Step 4 Find the inverse of the vibrational dynamics: An o
timal inversion approach is used for inverting the vibrational d
namics and to tradeoff large inputs with tracking precision. T
three inverses of the creep, hysteresis, and vibrational sub-mo
are then cascaded to find the inverse for a desired out
trajectory.

Next, we present the details of the modeling and inversion p
cess. The modeling of linear creep and vibration effects are
scribed in Subsections 2.2 and 2.3. The inverse-hysteresis m
ing is described in Subsection 2.4 followed by a description of
inversion of the vibrational dynamics in Section 2.5. The to
inverse for the piezoactuator system is then found by casca
the inverse hysteresis model with the inverse of the linear dyn
ics ~creep and vibrational dynamics! as shown in Fig. 3.

2.2 Step 1: Modeling Creep Effects. Piezoelectric creep
can result in significant loss in precision, especially when ope
ing over extended periods of time at an offset position from
center of the piezoactuator’s positioning range. To isolate
model the effects of creep, the positioning range was kept sma
minimize hysteresis effects. Similarly, the outputs were measu
over extended periods of time~in the five minutes range! so that
effects of induced vibrations can be neglected. Thus, at extrem
low frequencies and relatively low-input magnitudes, the effe
of vibrations and hysteresis nonlinearities are small, and the do
nant effect is creep in the input-to-output response. The cr
response, which occurs both in the mechanical and electrical
mains, was modeled as a series connection of springs and dam
@19#. The low-frequency response of the piezoactuator was m
eled as shown in Fig. 4, and can be described as

x~s!

ux~s!
5Glowx

5
1

kx0

1(
i 51

ncx 1

cxi
s1kxi

(1)

where x(s) is the measured response in thex-direction ~in the
Laplace domain! and ux(s) is the input voltage affecting the
x-direction movements. In the above equation,kx0

models the
elastic behavior at low frequencies—it does not however, mo
creep or vibrational effects. Models were developed for sev
choices of model-orderncx ~i.e., numbers of spring-damper ele
ments! and the resulting standard deviationsc and maximum er-
ror Emaxc

are compared in Table 1, where the standard devia
sc is defined as

Fig. 4 Viscoelastic creep model
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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Ncx21 (
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Ncx

~xi2 x̄i !
2 volts (2)

and the maximum errorEmaxc
is defined as

Emaxc
5max

i
uxi2 x̄i u volts. (3)

In the above definitions,xi is the measured output,x̄i is the pre-
dicted output from the creep model, andNcx is the number of
measured data points.

As seen in Table 1, modeling errors did not decrease subs
tially when using model orders greater than three, hence a t
order model was chosen to model the creep behavior. This c
model, and comparisons with experimental results are provide
the next subsection along with the vibrational models. Creep
fects in they-axis were also modeled similarly.

2.3 Step 2: Modeling the Vibrational Dynamics. To iso-
late and study the response due to induced vibrations, relati
high-frequency inputs were used so that the effects of creep
negligible. The input amplitudes were also kept small so that h
teresis effects are small. The vibrational dynamics of the pie
scanner were modeled experimentally by applying a lo
amplitude, sinusoidal inputux of increasing frequency to the pi
ezoscanner and measuring the resultingx-axis displacement~the
output! using an optical sensor. A Dynamic Signal Analyz
~HP3650A! was used to study the input-output response and
construct a model of the vibrational dynamics. This model of
vibrational dynamics was integrated with the model of the cre
dynamics to obtain the following input-output description of t
piezoactuator’s linear dynamics

x~s!

ux~s!
5Gsx~s!Gcx~s! (4)

where the vibrational submodel is given by

Gsx~s!5
.435s313910s211.213107s11.0731014

s418980s312.783107s217.3831010s11.5531014

ª

nsx~s!

dsx~s!
(5)

and the creep submodel is given by

Gcx~s!5
s31.630s21.0216s16.2531025

s31.516s21.0171s14.6931025 . (6)

Similarly, they-axis linear dynamics were found as

y~s!

uy~s!
5Gsy~s!Gcy~s! (7)

where

Gsy5
.419s313760s211.173107s11.1031014

s418980s312.783107s217.3831010s11.5531014

ª

nsy~s!

dsy~s!
(8)

Table 1 Comparison of error in predicted creep response with
different model-orders

ncx

s
~volts!

Emax
~volts!

1 .00729 .0468
2 .00689 .0262
3 .00652 .0231
4 .00653 .0231
5 .00652 .0224
MARCH 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 37
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Gcy5
s31.589s21.0233s11.4831025

s31.517s21.0197s11.1431025 . (9)

These equations represent the linear dynamics of the piezosca
and effectively predict the input-output response when the p
tioning range is small~i.e., when the hysteresis effects are neg
gible!. The predicted response of the models are compared
the experimental frequency response in Fig. 5, which shows
fourth order vibrational sub-models capture the vibrational
namics relatively well up to the first resonance frequency~454
Hz!. We note that the creep submodel increases the low-frequ
gain of the system, and that the creep effect becomes negligib
relatively-high frequencies becauseGcx andGcy tend to 1 at high
frequencies. The predicted response of the model compares
with the experimental creep response inx-axis as shown in Fig. 6

2.4 Step 3: Preisach Inverse-Hysteresis Model.Once the
linear creep and vibrational dynamics of the system have b
determined, the hysteresis nonlinearities of the system were m
eled. Rather than model the forward hysteresis model~from ux to
F in Fig. 3!, and then use an iterative method to find the inver
hysteresis model@4#, we directly model the inverse hysteresis e
fect. The frequency of the applied inputux to the piezoactuator
was kept low for avoiding vibrations, however, creep effe
could not be avoided in the measured response. The meas
responsex was corrected to isolate the hysteresis effects by inv
ing Eq. ~1!

Fd~s!5Glowx

21 @x~s!#. (10)

The nonlinear inverse-hysteresis~see Figure 3! from Fd to the
applied voltageux

ux5H21@Fd# (11)

was then modeled. The main challenge in modeling hyster
~and inverse-hysteresis! nonlinearity is to capture the variation o
the input-to-output slope. The ascending and descending curv
the hysteresis nonlinearity tend to be different and tend to
amplitude dependent. One method consists of curve-fitting s
rate polynomials@21# to the ascending and descending portions
the measured inverse-hysteresis data. However, when the in
are more complex, such as an input that contains multiple

Fig. 5 Bode plots „solid line is measured and dashed line is
model …
38 Õ Vol. 123, MARCH 2001
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quency components or inputs with changing amplitudes, the p
nomial method can lead to significant modeling errors. Anot
approach is to use the Coleman-Hodgdon~C-H! equations, which
have been used in the past to capture hysteresis and inv
hysteresis effects~see, for example@22#!. The Coleman-Hodgdon
equations generalize the polynomial-based approach and giv
excellent description of the hysteresis nonlinearity for fixe
amplitude inputs—however, this approach also tends to have
ited precision when the input to the hysteresis nonlinearity
amplitude variations. To capture such amplitude variatio
lumped parameter models have been suggested for modeling
teresis effects in piezoelectric scanners~see, for example@9#!.
This method uses a parallel connection of elasto-slide eleme
Each elasto-slide element consists of an ideal spring coupled
massless block that is subjected to Coulomb friction. The sti
slip behavior that arises from these elements is analogous to
behavior of electrical dipoles that constitute a piezoelectric ma
rial. When the piezoelectric material is subjected to an elec
field, each dipole remains essentially in its original orientati
until the electric field is sufficient to flip it into alignment with th
field. This approach, to model the switching of fields, is gener
ized in the Preisach approach, which models the hysteresis ef
as an infinite collection of switches@4,23,24#. The Preisach ap-
proach has been shown to be effective in capturing both the
plitude variations and nonsymmetry in the hysteresis respons
piezo-actuators—the Preisach approach is used in this articl
model the inverse-hysteresis effects.

The Preisach inverse-model is developed using elemen
inverse-hysteresis operatorsgab , which can be interpreted a
two-position relays with separateup anddownswitching values as
shown in Fig. 7. Outputs of these inverse-hysteresis operatorsgab
can assume two values,11 and 21, depending on the curren
value and direction of the input to the operator as shown in F
7~a!. The change,D, in the value of the inverse-hysteresis oper
tor gab for a givenFd is defined as follows~see Fig. 7~a!!

D~gab ,Fd!512 if Fd>a and gab521

522 if Fd<b and gab511 (12)

with gab521 at the start@24#. The net effect of all these indi-
vidual inverse-hysteresis operators is represented as the sup
sition of an infinite collection of the individual inverse-Preisa
operators@24#

ux~ t !5E E
a>b

m~a,b!gab@Fd#dadb (13)

Fig. 6 Comparison of measured and predicted creep response
Transactions of the ASME
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whereFd(t) is the input to the inverse-Preisach model,ux(t) is
the output of the inverse-Preisach model,m~a,b! is the inverse-
Preisach weighting function,a andb are theup anddownswitch-
ing values of the elementary inverse hysteresis operator~see Fig.
7~a!!, and gab is the elementary inverse-hysteresis opera
~called the hysteron!. The weighting functionm~a,b! associated
with the hysterongab can be either positive or negative. Th
weighting functionm~a,b! must be determined before the abo
inverse-hysteresis model can be implemented—the determina
of the weighting function is discussed next.

We begin by presenting a geometric representation of
inverse-hysteresis operator. It will be assumed that the hyste
nonlinearity operates within closed major loops@24# and therefore
the inverse-Preisach weighting functionm~a,b! has a compact
support, i.e.,m~a,b! is zero outside a bounded region. This regi
is the right-angled triangleT shown in Fig. 7~b! with its hypot-
enuse on the linea5b and with the point (b0 ,a0) as the vertex of
its right angle. In general, the triangleT can be separated into tw
regionsS1 , wheregab511 andS2 wheregab521. For ex-
ample, if the output of the model is at the lower saturation va
thengab521 for the entire triangle~i.e., regionS2 is the entire
triangle!. Now, let the input to the model be monotonically in
creased from the negative saturation valueb0 to some arbitrary
valuea1 , as shown in Fig. 7~c!—let the corresponding output o
the inverse-hysteresis operator beUa1

. With this input to the
model, all hysteresis operatorsgab with ascending switching val-
uesa<a1 will be in the upper switched value of11. This cor-
responds to the limiting triangleT being split into two~S1 and
S2! as shown in Fig. 7~d!. Next, let the input to the inverse
operator be monotonically decreased to some arbitrary v
b1—let the corresponding output of the inverse-hysteresis op
tor beUa1b1

~see Fig. 7~c!!. Now, all hysteresis operatorsgab in

Fig. 7 Preisach inverse-hysteresis model
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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the previousS1 ~Fig. 7~d!! with b>b1 will switch back to the
lower value of21 as shown in Fig. 7~e! which also shows the
newS1 andS2 regions. In general, at any timet, the two regions
S1(t) andS2(t) wheregab is positive and negative, respectivel
are separated by a staircase-type interfaceL(t) whose vertices are
local maxima and minima of previous inputs to the invers
hysteresis model~as shown in Fig. 7~f!!. Note that all prior
maxima and minima of the input to the inverse-hysteresis oper
are not represented byL(t) because some of the previous maxim
and minima might be wiped out. In particular, each local ma
mum wipes out all vertices whosea coordinates are below this
maximum, and each local minimum wipes out the vertices wh
b coordinates are above this minimum@24#. Next, the inverse-
hysteresis operator~Eq. ~13!! is rewritten as

ux~ t !5E E
S1~ t !

m~a,b!dadb2E E
S2~ t !

m~a,b!dadb.

(14)

Let Ga1b1
be the difference~in area! between theS1 regions in

Figs. 7~d! and 7~e!. Then we get the following relationship be
tweenm and the corresponding output valuesUa1

andUa1b1

U~a1 ,b1!ª
Ua1

2Ua1b1

2
5E E

Ga1b1

m~a,b!dadb

5E
b1

a1S E
b1

y

m~x,y!dxD dy,

which can be used to find the inverse-Preisach weighting func
m~a,b!, for generala andb with a>b, as@24#

m~a,b!52
]2U~a,b!

]a]b
(15)

where

U~a,b!ª
Ua2Uab

2
(16)

and Ua and Uab are found using the limiting ascending branc
~e.g., as shown in Fig. 7~c! for Ua1

and Ua1b1
!. Although the

inverse-model can be implemented using Eq.~14!, we note that
the direct application of the above method encounters two m
difficulties. First, the determination of the Preisach weight fun
tion m~a,b! requires the differentiation of experimentally me
sured data~Eq. ~15!!, which may strongly amplify noise in the
data, leading to errors. Second, the method~in Eq. ~14!! is time
consuming, which impedes the use of the Preisach model in
line implementation@24#. Therefore, the Preisach model wa
implemented in a modified form~referred to as the numerica
Preisach model! which involves only measured experimental da
@24#. The numerical inverse-hysteresis model can be obtained
rewriting Eq. ~14! using the staircase boundary functionL(t)
shown in Fig. 7~f! as

ux~ t !52U~a0 ,b0!12(
k51

nh

@U~ak ,bk21!2U~ak ,bk!#

(17)

where$ak% and $bk% are decreasing and increasing sequence
a and b coordinates of interfaceL(t) vertices, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 7~f! andnh is the number of horizontal links in the
interfaceL(t). When implementing Eq.~17!, we note that experi-
mental data forU(a,b) could be collected for a finite number o
a andb values in the triangleT, andU(•,•) at other points in the
triangle T can be computed using interpolation. For example,
our system, the applied voltage to the system was varied betw
MARCH 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 39
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64 V—the corresponding variation of the inputFd to the inverse
model was between25.9492 V and 5.1373 V. The experimenta
data was used to findU(a,b) in the inverse model at fifty-one
evenly-spaced values of, each,a and b ~a>b! with the same
range asFd , i.e., between25.9492 V and 5.1373 V. Furthe
computational and implementation issues in the Preisach appr
can be found in Refs.@23# and @25#.

The inverse-hysteresis model was verified experimentally
results are shown in Fig. 8. The standard deviation of the errorsH
in the predicted response of the inverse-hysteresis model wa

sH5A 1

NH21 (
i 51

NH

~uxi2ūxi!
250.0416 volts (18)

and the maximum errorEmaxH
was

EmaxH
5max

i
~ uuxi2ūxiu!5.118 volts (19)

whereuxi is the voltage applied to the piezoactuator, andūxi is the
predicted applied-voltage obtained by using the inverse hyster
model whenFd(s)5Glowx

21 @x(s)# was used as an input to th
inverse-hysteresis model. In the above expressions,NH is the
number of measured data points.

2.5 Step 4: Inversion of Vibrational Dynamics. An
inversion-based approach@16# can be used to determine th
vibration-compensating inputuxd that achieves tracking of a de
sired scan trajectoryxd ~i.e., the output trajectory! by inverting the
vibrational dynamics~Eq. ~5!! to obtain

uxd~ j v!5Gsx
21~ j v!xd~ j v!5

dsx~ j v!

nsx~ j v!
xd~ j v!. (20)

The exact-output tracking input, found from Eq.~20!, is unique.
However, for a generic desired output-trajectory, this exa
tracking input might depolarize the piezoactuator or saturate
piezo-amplifier. The input might also excite unwanted resonan
in the structure that houses the piezoactuator. Further, the in

Fig. 8 Experimental verification of inverse-hysteresis model:
The predicted input „solid line … from the inverse-hysteresis
model is compared with the actual input „dotted line … applied to
the system.
40 Õ Vol. 123, MARCH 2001
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bandwidth needed to achieve this output trajectory might also
unavailable. Therefore, an optimal inverse approach is used~a! to
generate a modified output trajectory, and~b! to find the input
needed to achieve tracking of this new output trajectory. We n
that desired output-trajectories are typically chosen in an ad-
manner. For example, the output is often chosen as a triang
to-and-fro scan in SPM. These triangular scans cannot be tra
exactly because the velocities are discontinuous at the cor
leading to infinite accelerations, and therefore, the corners nee
be smoothed for achieving tracking. The optimal inverse appro
allows the systematicsmoothingof the desired output-trajectory
The optimal inverse can also be used to trade off the track
requirement for achieving other goals such as reduction of
input bandwidth and amplitude, and for reducing the effects
model uncertainties. We formulate this optimal inversion probl
as the minimization of a quadratic cost functional of the type

J~u!5E
2`

`

$u* ~ j v!R~ j v!u~ j v!1@x~ j v!2xd~ j v!#* Q~ j v!

3@x~ j v!2xd~ j v!#%dv. (21)

The superscript* implies conjugate transpose, andxd is the de-
sired output trajectory~scan path! in the frequency domain. The
above objective function is formulated for inverting the vibr
tional dynamics in thex-axis direction—a similar approach wa
followed for inverting they-axis vibrational dynamics.

In the above objective functional,R( j v) andQ( j v) are non-
negative frequency dependent real-valued scalars~both should not
be simultaneously zero at any frequency! that represent the
weights on inputu and output-tracking-error (x2xd). For ex-
ample, the amplitudes of the inputs can be reduced by choo
large values ofR. This, however, can result in greater trackin
error (x2xd)—see@17# for more discussion on these trade-off
However, we point out two cases with extreme choices ofR and
Q. In the first case, if the weight on the scan-path tracking erro
zero,Q50, butR is nonzero, then the best strategy is not to tra
the desired trajectory at all. This can be used if modeling err
are large, for example at frequencies substantially higher than
first resonance frequency of the piezoactuator~see Bode Plots in
Fig. 5!. Similar frequency-dependent weights on the input a
output-error can be used, for example, to account for actua
bandwidth limitations. In the second case, if the weight on
inputs are zero, i.e.,R50 but Q is nonzero then the best strateg
is to exactly track the desired scan-path, i.e.,x( j v)5xd( j v).
Thus, for the second case, the resulting optimal inverse is
exact-inverse input, which achieves exact-tracking of the des
scan pathx( j v)5xd( j v).

The optimal input trajectory is given by the followin
lemma—a generic result for linear time-invariant systems can
found in @17#. Online implementation issues using preview-bas
inversion can be found in@26#, and extensions to actuator
redundant and actuator-deficient systems can be found in@27#.

Lemma. The optimal inverse input trajectoryuopt , to the piezo-
scanner is given as
uopt~ j v!5
dsx~ j v!

nsx~ j v! H nsx* ~ j v!Q~ j v!nsx~ j v!

dsx* ~ j v!R~ j v!dsx~ j v!1nsx* ~ j v!Q~ j v!nsx~ j v!J xd~ j v!5Ĝsx
21~ j v!xd~ j v!. (22)

Proof: The cost functional~Equation 21! can be rewritten as

J~u!5E
2`

` H Fu2
d

n S n* Qn

d* Rd1n* QnD xdG* S d* Rd1n* Qn

d* d D Fu2
d

n S n* Qn

d* Rd1n* QnD xdG
1terms without u

J dw
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and
where the explicit dependence onj v and the subscriptsx are not
written for ease in notation. The lemma follows by setting t
quadratic term to zero. h

The optimal-inverse inputuopt is then applied to the piezoscan
ner for reducing the effects of vibrations and thereby for achiev
high-speed scanning. The total inverse inputux is found as the
cascade of the hysteresis, creep, and vibration inverses as

ux5H21Ĝsx
21Gcx

21@xd#. (23)

This inversion-based approach is applied to the AFM piezosc
ner in the next section.

3 Experimental Results and Discussion
To demonstrate the efficacy of the inversion-based appro

the AFM was used to image a chrome-on-glass grating~with 16
mm spacing! in two sets of experiments. The first set of expe
ments was performed at low scanning speeds to study the ef
of hysteresis and creep and the results are shown in Fig. 9. In
first set of experiments, the scan rates were low and, therefore
vibrational effects were negligible. The second set of experime
was performed at higher scan-rates to demonstrate the effe
reduction of all the three adverse effects—hysteresis, creep,
induced vibration. The experimental results are shown in F
10–12. As in standard SPM practice,z-axis feedback was used t
initially position the sensor-probe close to the sample surfa
However, thez-axis feedback was then kept inactive~at relatively
low feedback gain! to isolate and study the effectiveness of t
model-based compensation techniques for high-speed positio
in the x-y axes. All the experiments were conducted with t
same setup.

3.1 Creep and Hysteresis Effects. In the first set of experi-
ments, the AFM was used to image the chrome grating at
scan rates~1 Hz!. A sequence of four inputs were applied. Firs
an input without inverse-compensation was applied to the A
~Fig. 9~a!!. Second, an inverse-input that compensated for cr
effects~but not the hysteresis! was applied to the AFM~Fig. 9~b!!.
For the third case, an input that compensated for hysteresis ef
only ~and not creep effects! was applied to the AFM~Fig. 9~c!!.
For the fourth case, the complete inverse was used~see Fig. 9~d!!.

Fig. 9 Compensation of creep and hysteresis effects at 1 Hz
scanning. Parallel white lines are markers for comparison be-
tween plots.
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ectsIn all the images shown in Fig. 9, the initial position of the sc
~the top right corner in the images! is the zero-displacement pos
tion of the piezoscanner. The images were acquired by back-
forth scanning in thex-axis while incrementing they-position af-
ter each back-and-forth scan in thex-direction. Data were only
collected when thex-position was increasing and were not co
lected in the return scan~i.e., whenx-position was decreasing!.
The true images should show the gratings relatively parallel
separated from each other at 16 microns. Without the inve
compensation, the image~see Fig. 9~a!! is distorted due to hyster
esis and creep effects—the image of the grating lines have a
tinct curvature. The image in Fig. 9~a! obtained without inverse
compensation has also shifted to the right and upward comp
to the image with inverse compensation shown in Fig. 9~d!—note
that the large, lighter-colored dust-particle in Fig. 9~d! has shifted
from near the center of the image towards the upper right-h

Fig. 10 High speed compensation of plezoactuator dynamics

Fig. 11 Experimental results with 250 Hz scan rate
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corner in Fig. 9~a!. In addition, the area scanned in Fig. 9~a! is
larger than the area scanned in Fig. 9~d! since four grating lines
are visible in Fig. 9~a! and only three grating lines are visible i
Fig. 9~d!.

The major cause of the shift to the image to the right is
hysteresis effect. Note that the initial scanned line~from the top
right to the top left! in Fig. 9~a! starts with a relatively dark
segment~as in Fig. 9~d!!. This shows that the scan without th
inverse compensation starts from the same spot, however, th
ezoactuator over-scans and fails to return by the same distan
thex-direction due to hysteresis effects. Thus, the second sca
line in the image is a light-colored area in Fig. 9~a!. This distor-
tion in the second scanned line is mainly due to the hyster
effects as the creep effects are small during the relatively-s
time-interval of a single to-and-fro scan. This shift of the image
the right in the second scanned line is mostly eliminated w
hysteresis compensation is added~see Fig. 9~c!! and the area
around the origin~0,0! is relatively dark. In contrast, this shift to
the right of the image near the origin is not compensated w
creep effects are compensated—the second scanned line is
shifted in Fig. 9~b!.

When the hysteresis effects are compensated, the effec
creep become dominant as shown in Fig. 9~c!. Note that in the
hysteresis-compensated image~Fig. 9~b!!, the image in the area
around the origin matches the image in the corresponding are
Fig. 9~d! with the inverse compensation. However, creep effe
tend to add a drift in the piezo-positioning. Thus, the nety-axis
displacement is larger than the expectedy-axis displacement. This
increase in the scanned area can be seen in Figs. 9~a! and 9~c!. It
is noted that there is a similar creep effect in thex-direction but
the creep effect is smaller due to the back-and-forth scannin
the x-direction ~in contrast to the continuously increasin
y-direction positioning!. This disparity in the creep effects inx
and y scans leads to the distortions in the image—the grati
curve upwards in Fig. 9~c! when the image is plotted on the ex
pected scan area. Note that the addition of creep-compensati
Fig. 9~b! significantly reduces the drift effects and the scann
area is similar to that in Fig. 9~d! ~although the image in Fig. 9~b!
is shifted to the right due to hysteresis effects!.

The distortions due to creep and hysteresis have been e
tively removed with the inversion-based approach~shown in Fig.
9~d!. We note that both the nonlinear hysteresis effects and
linear creep effects have to be compensated for achieving p

Fig. 12 Experimental results: scan-path tracking at 30 Hz
showing drift due to creep, offset due to hysteresis, and oscil-
lations due to induced vibrations „solid line represents the de-
sired output and the light dotted-line represents tracking with-
out inverse compensation …. These effects are removed with
inverse compensation „heavy dotted-line ….
42 Õ Vol. 123, MARCH 2001
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sion scanning. At this relatively-low scan rate, the vibrational
fects were not significant—vibrational effects are studied next

3.2 Vibration Effects. The acquired images with high sca
rates are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The images to the left do
have the inversion-based compensation, while the images to
right are obtained using the inversion-based compensation.

At relatively low scan rates, the vibrational effects are neg
gible and the main cause of image distortions is creep and hy
esis effects—as seen in the 5 Hz~scan-frequency! image obtained
without compensation~Fig. 10~a!!. When the scan rate is in
creased to 30 Hz, ripples appear in the image obtained with
inverse-compensation~Fig. 10~c!!, due to induced vibrations
These induced vibrations in the achievedx-axis can be seen in the
measuredx-displacements shown in Fig. 12. In this figure, th
shift in thex-axis scanning due to hysteresis is also seen when
input without inversion-based compensation is applied. The s
ond scanned line does not start from thex50 position~in Fig. 12!
leading to a shift in the scanned image to the right~seen in Fig.
10~c!!. When inversion-based compensation is used, the shif
the scan path is removed—the second scan is closer tox50 with
inverse compensation, and output tracking is improved~see Fig.
12!. The shift to the right is reduced in the resulting image~Fig.
10~d!!. The ripples due to induced vibrations in Figure 10~c! are
also not seen in Fig. 10~d! when inverse compensation is used.

As the scan rate is increased further~Figs. 10~e! and 11~a!!,
induced vibrations lead to severe distortions in the acquired
age. In all these images, the distortions or ripples in the im
caused by vibrations correspond to the first natural frequenc
the scanner at 454 Hz~see Bode plot in Fig. 5!. In contrast to the
significant distortions in thex-axis scanning, they-axis vibrations
are not significant and do not cause image distortions becaus
y-direction movements are relatively slow. The vibration-caus
distortions are significantly reduced in all the images with t
addition of inversion-based compensation. In addition, scan r
have been increased to 100 Hz~Fig. 10~f!!. Even at 250 Hz, which
is over 1/2 the fundamental vibrational frequency~454 Hz!, there
was substantial improvement in the acquired image~compare the
images in Fig. 11 obtained with and without invers
compensation!—the reduction of the scan range in thex-direction
in Fig. 11~b! is due to the optimalsmoothingof the scan path
when finding the inverse of the vibrational dynamics. This red
tion in range depends on the choice of the cost functional~Eq.
~21!! that is used to invert the vibrational dynamics—it can
alleviated~if needed! either by re-scaling the inverse of the vibra
tional dynamics or by choosing a different cost functional. T
experimental results presented above demonstrate that
inversion-based approach can be used to substantially imp
SPM imaging at significantly-higher scan rates by compensa
for creep, hysteresis and vibration effects.

We note a few issues in further increasing the scan rate. Eff
of the high frequency dynamics can be seen in the high-scan
images—these effects appear as relatively high-frequency rip
~seen in the relatively darker areas of Fig. 11!. Although the ef-
fects of thez-axis dynamics~with resonance around 200 kHz!
were not significant in the current study, these effects will beco
significant as thex-y axes scan rates are increased further, a
fasterz-axis controllers will become necessary. The developm
of high-speedz-axis controllers to further extend thex-y scan
rates is currently under study. Another issue is the coupling
namics between the different axes, which will become signific
at higher scan rates. These coupling effects can be compen
using the proposed inversion-based approach, however, a
creased modeling complexity. We also note that the current in
sion based approach relies on an accurate model of the p
positioner. Therefore, at present, a limitation to increasing
scan rate and precision in the AFM piezoscanner is mode
error. It is expected, that with increased modeling accuracy,
scan rate and precision could be increased further. Current ef
are also aimed at~a! integrating the inversion-based approa
Transactions of the ASME
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with adaptive controllers using online identification of system p
rameters, and~b! online implementation of the inversion-base
method for use in nanotechnology applications.

4 Conclusion
This article studied the ultra-high-precision positioning with p

ezoactuators using a model-based inversion technique.
inversion-based approach was used to compensate for loss o
cision due to hysteresis during long range applications, due
creep effects during positioning over extended periods of tim
and due to induced vibrations during high-speed positioning.
method was applied to an Atomic Force Microscope~AFM! and
experimental results were presented that demonstrated subst
improvements in positioning precision and operating speed.
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